**Penguins Snack Tales**

**Make an Igloo**

**Ingredients:**
- Apple
- Peanut butter (or caramel syrup)
- Mini Marshmallows

1. Cut your apple in half and place on a plate, cut side down.
2. Spread peanut butter or caramel syrup over the entire apple half.
3. Decorate with mini marshmallows for your own mini igloo!

**Penguin Cookies**

**Ingredients:**
- Oreos
- Chocolate Chips
- Orange slice gummy candy
- Orange gum drops

1. Split two Oreos in half so that you have 2 plain cookie halves and 2 halves with frosting.
2. Stack the two halves with frosting like a snowman. This is the head and body of your penguin.
3. Take one of the plain cookie halves and cut in half to form two semi-circle shapes. These are the penguins wings, and they can be stuck on top of the body cookie.
4. Cut the orange slice gummy into three triangles: one for the beak, and two for the feet.
5. Add two chocolate chips to the top cookie for eyes, and your penguin is complete!

**Books to Read Along:**

- Tacky the Penguin by Helen Lester
- Augustine by Melanie Watt
- A Penguin Story by Antoinette Portis
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